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THE HOMOLOGY OF n 2 Sp(n) AND n~Sp(n)

YOUNGGI CHOI

1. Introduction

In this paper, we study the homology of the double and the triple
loop spaces of the classical Lie group Sp(n). Harris [1] proved that for
odd prime p

SU(2n) ~p SU(2n)/Sp(n) x Sp(n)
SU(2n + 1) ~p SU(2n + 1)/SO(2n + 1) x SO(2n + 1)

Sp(n) ~p SO(2n + 1),

where ~p means the homotopy equivalence localized at p. But for all
primes p we already know H*(nkSU(n); Z/(p» when k = 2,3 [3][4].
From above facts we can get H*(nkSp(n); Z/(p» directly for odd prime
p. So we concentrate on the case at p=2. We will compute H*(n 2Sp(n);
Z/(2» and H*(n3 Sp(n); Z/(2» using the Serre spectral sequence with
the Dyer-Lashof operation.

The result says that H*(n2Sp(n); Z/(2» ( H *(n3Sp(n); Z/(2» ) are
isomorphic to the homology of the corresponding products of the dou
ble loop of spheres ( the product of the triple loop of spheres ) as rings
but not as A-modules where A is the Steenrod algebra. We also deter
mine the action of Qn on H*(n2Sp(n); Z/(2» where Qn is the Milnor
operation. (We will denote the Dyer-Lashof operation by Qn.)

2. The homology ofn2 Sp(n) and n~Sp(n)

Let E(x) be the exterior algebra on x and P(x) be the polynomial
algebra on x. For a (n+1)-fold loop space; there are homology operations
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defined for 0 :5 i :5 n which is natural for a (n + 1)-loop space. Let
Qf be the iterated operation Qi'" Qi(a times). Throughout this paper,
the subscript of an element always denotes the degree of an element, for
example, i is the degree of Xi.

First we will compute H*(Q,2Sp(n)j Zj(2)). We know

H*(Sp; Zj(2)) - E(X4i+3: i ~ 0)
H*(Q,Sp; Zj(2)) = P(C4i+2: i ~ 0)
H*(Q,2Sp;Zj(2)) = P(a2i+I: i ~ 0).

Since we have u(QI) = Qo(u) in the path-loop fibration where u is a ho
mology suspension, we can choose the generators ai in H*(Q,2Spj Zj(2))
such that

(2.1)

In similar way, since U(Q2) = QI(U) and u(Qd .= Qo(u), there are
choices of generators bi, for i ~ 1 in H*(BO; Zj(2)) such that

H*(BOj Zj(2)) - P(bi : i ~ 1)
QI (b2i+l ) - b4i+3

QI(b2i ) - b4i+1
Q2(b2i ) - b4i+2'

For the first step, we have the following diagram:

(2.2)

ZxBO
l

Q,3SpjSp(1)
l

Q,2S3 = S1 X W

~ *

where H*(W; Zj(2)) = P(Z2' Q~X3 : a ~ 0). Note that there is a
choice of generator X2n-1 such that H*(Q,2S2 n+I; Zj(2)) is isomorphic
to P(Q~X2n-1 : a ~ 0) as a Hopf algebra. Due to the connectivity of
0 3SpjSp(1) we have differentials

r(z2) - bl

r(x3) - b2
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*

in the Serre spectral sequence of the first column fibration. Consider the
diagram.

From the commutativity of the Dyer-Lashof operation with the homol
ogy suspension and the naturality, we get

Let pen) be s when n is of the form (2i+1s - 1)2k - 1 for some odd s,
j ~ 0 and k ~ O. Note that IQ~Q~b4il = (2i+ 1(2i + 1) -1)2k -1. Hence

H*(o.3 Sp/Sp(l)j Z/(2» = P(bi : i ~ 0, p(i) > 1).

From the behavior of Serre spectral sequences for the top row fibration
and for the first column fibration of the diagram (2.2) we get

( .) _ { 0 if i = 2i+1
- 1 for j ;::: 0

T a, - b h'i-I ot erwlse

in the Serre spectral sequence for the second row fibration. So

H*(o.2Sp(1); Z/(2» = P(a2i +t-l: j ~ 0)
= P(Q~al: b~ 0).

For next we have the following fibration:

o.3 Sp/SP(1) ~ o.3Sp/Sp(2) ~ o.2S7

where H*(o.2S7; Z/(2» = P(Q~X5 : a ~ 0). By above method we have

T(Q~(Q{(X5» = Q~Q~b4 = b(2i +l.3-1)2"-1 for j,k ~ O.

Hence
H*(o.3 Sp/Sp(2)j Z/(2» = P(bi : i ~ 0, p(i) > 3).

Consider the following diagram.
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ZxBO ---+ * ---+ n 2sp
! !

"n 3Sp/Sp(1) ---+ n 2Sp(1) ---+ n 2sp
! !

"n 3Sp/Sp(2) ---+ n 2Sp(2) ---+ n 2sp

where each row is a fiber sequence. From above information we have

{
0 if i = 2i+1 -lor

read = b th·i-I 0 eIW1se

in the Serre spectral sequence for the bottom row fibration. Hence

H.(n2Sp(2)i Z/(2)) - P(a2i+t_l : i ~ 0) ® P(a2i+l.3-1 : i ~ 0)
- P(Q~a4k+l : k = 0,1, b ~ 0).

Generally we have

ZxBO ---+ * ---+ n 2sp
! ! /I

n3Sp/Sp(1) ---+ n 2Sp(1) ---+ n 2sp

(2.3)
! !

"
n3sp/Sp(n) ---+ n 2Sp(n) ---+ n 2sp

! !

"n3sp/Sp(n + 1) ---+ n 2Sp(n + 1) ---+ n 2sp

and

(2.4) n3sp/Sp(n) ---+ g,3Sp/Sp(n + 1) ---+ n 2s 4n+3 •

By induction we assume

H.(n3Sp/Sp(n)iZ/(2)) = P(bi : i ~ O,p(i) > 2n -1).

In the exact same way as above we get

k . k .
r(QO(Qi X 4 n+d) = Ql CXb4n
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in the Serre spectral sequence of the fibration (2.4). Hence

H*(n3Sp/Sp(n + 1); Z/(2)) = P(bi : i ~ 0, p(i) > 2n + 1).
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So in spectral sequence for the bottom row fibration of the diagram (2.3)

{
0 if i = 2i+1 - 1··· 2i+1(2n + 1) - 1 for j ~ 0, k ~ 0

r(ai) = .
bi-l otherWIse.

So we conclude

THEOREM 2.5. There are choices ofprimitive generators ai such that
as Hopf algebras H*(n2Sp(n + 1); Z/(2)) is isomorphic to

COROLLARY 2.6.

H*(n3Sp/Sp(n + 1); Z/(2)) = P(bi : i ~ 0, p(i) > 2n + 1).

Recall that H*(n~S3;Z/(2)) = P(QtQi[l] * [_2a+b]), where n~s3 is
the component of the base point in n3 S3 and [1] is the image of the
generators in Ho(SO; Z/(2)) for the map: SO --+ n3s3 and * ~s the loop
sum Pontryagin product.

THEOREM 2.7. There are choices of generators Zi such that as an
algebra H*(n~Sp(n+ 1); Z/(2)) is isomorphic to

P(Q~Q~Z4k;O~ k ~ n)

where QtQizo = QtQi[l] * [_2a+b
].

Proof. Consider the following diagram.

n 3sp/Sp(n)
1

n 3sp/Sp(n + 1)
1

n2s4n+3

n 2Sp(n)
1

n 2Sp(n + 1)
1

n2s4n+3 --+ *
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From the above computations we already got the information of the Serre
spectral sequences of the first cohunn, the first row and the second row
fibration. So it follows that the Serre spectral sequence of the second
column fibration collapses. We have the following diagram.

Q3Sp(n) -+ Q3Sp(n + 1) -+ Q3 S4n+3

1 1 1
* -+ * -+ *

We claim that the first row Serre spectral sequence also collapses. As
sume that it does not. Then from the third column spectral sequence
the first generator of H*(Q2S4n+3 jZj(2» transgresses to the first gen
erator of H*(Q3 S4n+3 j Zj(2» and by the assumption the first generator
of the top row spectral sequence transgresses to the (4n - 1) odd di
mensional primitive element which, by the naturality of the differential,
should the target of the transgression of the first column Serre spec
tral sequence with the source in the 4n dimensional primitive element in
H*(Q2Sp(n)j Z/(2». But the bottom row spectral sequence collapses, .
so it is a contradict~on. Hence we get the conclusion.

REMARK 2.8. From above results we can get some information about
H*(Q2SU(2n)j Z/(2» and H*(Q2Spin(4n)j Z/(2». Consider the follow
ing diagram.

Q2Sp(n) -+

1
!}2SU(2n +1) -+

1
n2SO(4n + 3) -+

n2 Sp(n + 1)
1

n2SU(2n +2)
1

Q2SO(4n + 4)

-+ n2s4n+3

II
-+ n2s4n+3

II
-+ n2s4n+3

where the vertical maps are not fibrations. Since the Serre spectral
sequence of the first row fibration collapses, so do the Serre spectral
sequences of the second and the third row. By the same argument we
have the same conclusion for the triple loop case. Moreover we know
from [3] the behavior of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for the
Morava K -theory of the second row fibration that as an algebra
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Therefore for third row fibration, we get as an algebra
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Now we will compute the Milnor operation Qn [2] for H ...{Q2 Sp(n);
Z/(2)). Recall that Qk can be defined inductively as the commutator

1 [2 k
]Qo = Sq... , Qk+l = Qk, Sq...

and recall that

H ... {BO; Z/(2)) 
Sq~bj

So
Q n {b2d = b2i- 2n+l+1 for 2i ~ 2n +I

Qn{~i+l) = O.

Using the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for H ...{02Sp; Z/(2))

E2 - TORH.(Boxz;z/(2»(Z/(2), Z/(2))
= TORp (bo,bll... )(Z/{2), Z/(2))
= E(O'(bo),O'(bt}, ... ).

Since 100{bi)1 = (1, i) for all i ~ 0, the spectral sequence collapses from
the E2-term by the bidegree reason, i.e, E2 = Eoo But (O'{bi )? = 0 mod
ulo lower filtration, so we should deal with extension problems. Since
H ... (02Sp;Z/(2)) is the polynomial algebra with odd dimensional gener
ators, we have the following extensions:

Note that SqlQla2k+l = a~k+I for k ~ O. So Qla2k+l f. 0, that is,
Ql a2k+l = a4k+3 for k > O. Hence these choices of the generators
in H ...{02Sp;Z/(2)) are consistent with the previous choices (2.1). Let
0'(b2i ) = a2i+I' Tpen we have
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Since U(~i+l) = ((u(bi »2, we get

Qn(a4i+2n+1+I) - Qn(u(b4i+2n +1»
- u(b4i+d
- u(b2(2i)+1)
- (U(~i)?

2- a 2i+l

Qm(aSi+2m +1+3) - Qm(U(bSi+2m +1+2»
- U(bsi+3)
- U(~(4i+I)+d

- (u(b4i+d?
_ (u(b2(2i)+d)2
- (U(b2i»4

4
- a2i+I

Qn(a2.H1i+2le+2n+1-1)

In general we have

j$m

j = m + 1 and s - 1 = 2k t
j >m+1

in H.(Q2 Sp; Z/(2» where s and t are odd numbers. From the map:
Q2Sp(n) --+ Q2Sp and the naturality of the Steenrod operations the
above relations also hold for H.(Q2Sp(n); Z/(2». For example in
H.(Q2Sp(2); Z/(2»

Q3(a47)=Q3(a243_1)=a~2.

COROLLARY 2.10. 2 a.nnihilates all tbe 2-torsions H.(Q2 Sp(n + 1);
Z/(2» for all n ~ o.

Proof. We have H.(Q2Sp(n + 1); Z/(2» = P(a2i+1(2k+I)-1 : 0 $ k :::;
n, i ~ 0). Note that the Bockstein spectral sequence is the spectral se
quence of a Hopf algebra. From above (2.9) Qo(a2s-t} = Sq~(a2s-t} =
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2"+1 k d S 1 ( ) 2 . Nat , S -1 = 2 t an q* = a2is-1 = a 2j-1 s_1') > 1. ow we
will change the generators in the following ways. Let a4m+I = a4m+I +
a2m+1ar where k is an odd number such that 2m = 2r k for some r and

a(2m+I)2H1-1 = a(2m+1)2H1-1 + Qia2m+IQ~(ar), 0 ~ m ~ n. Then
from the Bockstein spectral sequence E 1 = P(a2i+1(2k+!)-1 : 0 ~ k ~

'>0) S· S 1(~ ) 2 (Qi-1 )2Qi( 2
r

)n, z _ . mce q* a(2m-t-1)2j +1-1 = a(2m+1)2i -1 + 1 a2m+1 0 ak

= (a(2m+1)2 j -1 + Qi-1(a2m+t}Q~-1(ar)? = (a(2m+!)2j _1)2 for 0 ~
m ~ n, E2 = E(allas, ... ,a4n+I)' Since there is no even dimensional
primitive, the spectral sequence collapses from E2 and we get the con
clusion.
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